<+Salvation_Sigh> i need to work out at the gym more often (bar)
<+Salvation_Sigh> *lifts salty and aged peanuts*

<+Salvation_Sigh> my brother is 18 and he has
<+Salvation_Sigh> this fat ass stomache
<+Salvation_Sigh> and he's very skinny
<+Salvation_Sigh> and, it's just revolting
<+Salvation_Sigh> his name is esh

<+Salvation_Sigh> sometimes i'll come across a profile so bad
<+Salvation_Sigh> and i just go into a coma
<+Salvation_Sigh> for about 3 days

<+Strangeluv> I wonder if Badluck ever rejoined college..
<+Salvation_Sigh> i doubt it
<+Salvation_Sigh> rm's   too important

<+Salvation_Sigh> all i carea bout are videot gams

<+Salvation_Sigh> i always wanted to just
<+Salvation_Sigh> take a dump in a theater
<+Salvation_Sigh> i talked about it with my friends
<+Salvation_Sigh> a few times
<+Salvation_Sigh> it's so innocent
<+Salvation_Sigh> wouldn't that be the worst though
<+Salvation_Sigh> you sit down to enjoy a nice girl movie
<+Salvation_Sigh> and you just
<+Salvation_Sigh> sit in feces
<+Salvation_Sigh> i hope to still achive something of that sort

<+Salvation_Sigh> i had this idea
<+Salvation_Sigh> for rpgmaker
<+Salvation_Sigh> it's emulated
<+Salvation_Sigh> from resident evil
<+Salvation_Sigh> but the populace is infected with the aids virus
<+Salvation_Sigh> and you're this young african
<+Salvation_Sigh> (studs member)
<+Nerbot> san francisco?
<+Salvation_Sigh> yes
<+Salvation_Sigh> the underground san francisco
<+Salvation_Sigh> last boss is a tyrant
<+Salvation_Sigh> (typical aids infected human/tough large build, package hanging out)
<+Nerbot> hahaha
<+Salvation_Sigh> i would really like to make this game
<+Salvation_Sigh> a reality

<+TFT> idk, i ask people to drive my ass places all the time
<+TFT> that doesn't mean i want to craddle their balls :(
<+Blitzen> well, she lives not so far away from where i live
<+Blitzen> and we'd be alone
<+Blitzen> in the truck
<+Blitzen> hint hint

<+Salvation_Sigh> she's b..beautiful nerdo
<+McNerdo> ah, the man of the hourf
<+Tiki> nerdo
<+Salvation_Sigh> the acne
<+Tiki> give me your myspace
<+Salvation_Sigh> is
<+Salvation_Sigh> like
<+Salvation_Sigh>  a garden of eden

<+Salvation_Sigh> norcal is like
<+Salvation_Sigh> a row full of dicks
<+Salvation_Sigh> and miles has his bib on
<+Salvation_Sigh> heh

<+Salvation_Sigh> if it was raining black boobies allsop would still be getting slapped in the face with whitecocks

<+Salvation_Sigh> *wipes mustard stains off gamepad t shirt*

<+RPG> well tnm
<+RPG> its not about race
<+RPG> its just
<+Inquisitor> That's what I've noticed.
<+RPG> black people you know?
<+Strangeluv> What about browns
<+RPG> research proved they have much lower iq
<+Inquisitor> Probably the best, Strangluv.
<+Strangeluv> Blacks - best bodies, worst faces
<+TheNotoriousMOG> thats a culture, thing, RPG
<+Strangeluv> I agree
<+TheNotoriousMOG> not a racial thing
<+RPG> no tnm
<+Inquisitor> Half-caste gets the best mixtures.
<+RPG> blacks are not human
<+Strangeluv> MOG is a mulatto
<+RPG> im not racist though
<+TheNotoriousMOG> culturally, blacks get pretty shitty education
<+RPG> i have black friends
<+RPG> like chef

<+lord_scott_> like minute + tounge down her throat
<+lord_scott_> tongue*
<+RPG> tell me more...
<+lord_scott_> nty
<+Salvation_Sigh> how big was her penis lord
<+Salvation_Sigh> heh
<+lord_scott_> shut up

* +Chef stares intently at nessiah equinox and wipes his sweating forehead

<+Salvation_Sigh> hatsuya, if you had half a brain
<+Salvation_Sigh> you could probably understand where we're coming from
<+Salvation_Sigh> but since you're a 15 year old japfag

<+Salvation_Sigh> pasty, i tried gm man
<+Salvation_Sigh> it just didn't work for it
<+Salvation_Sigh> couldn't get into it
<+Salvation_Sigh> not babyfriendly

<+Salvation_Sigh> it's pointless
<+Salvation_Sigh> *jerks off to hello kitty web urls*
<+HatsuyaKanzaki> I have a brain, TFT. I know you are in USA (a great Asian-shunner nation)
<+Salvation_Sigh> you're really annoying
<+Salvation_Sigh> i'm sorry but
<+Salvation_Sigh> everything that you type
<+Salvation_Sigh> is just ridiculous
<+Salvation_Sigh> aisan-shunner nation?
<+Salvation_Sigh> what
<+Salvation_Sigh> what are you talking about
<+Pasty> we, uh...we hate asians

<+Salvation_Sigh> yeah man, a lot of japanese girls look like dudes
<+Salvation_Sigh> i think being bisexual in japan is like
<+Salvation_Sigh> totally on accident

<+Salvation_Sigh> :]
<+Salvation_Sigh> thats why you never ever hit on anyone in sanfran
<+Salvation_Sigh> two reasons:
<+Salvation_Sigh> 1. aids
<+Salvation_Sigh> 2. men

<+Salvation_Sigh> *lets shirt fall to the ground so WIP can gaze upon his rippling pecs*

<+Salvation_Sigh> yeah
<+Salvation_Sigh> he never listens to me man
<+Salvation_Sigh> i told him i would help him with his intro
<+Salvation_Sigh> just blew me off
<+Salvation_Sigh> whats wrong with surfing down a pile of robot junk with a giant flying pumpkin robot following you?
<+Salvation_Sigh> i just don't get people sometimes

<+Salvation_Sigh> the best way to get back at someone
<+Salvation_Sigh> key their car
<+Salvation_Sigh> did that to my boss once
<+Ciel> Did he have a  nice car
<+Salvation_Sigh> no
<+Salvation_Sigh> of course not
<+Salvation_Sigh> it wasn't horrible though
<+Salvation_Sigh> he had a black wife

<+Salvation_Sigh> all of the shitheels add me
<+Nerdo> goal in life: make fatty kill herself
<+Ciel> do you have fat black friends rpg
<+Salvation_Sigh> gods rejected children
<+Salvation_Sigh> (faggots)
<+Salvation_Sigh> (fat girls)
<+Salvation_Sigh> (rpgmaker users)

<+Ciel> let's let fat people think it's okay to be unhealthy and awful looking
<+Salvation_Sigh> it's not okay
<+Salvation_Sigh> because
<+Ciel> yes
<+Ciel> it should say
<+Salvation_Sigh> they hide it
<+Salvation_Sigh> with emo pictures from obscure angles
<+Salvation_Sigh> and i go "wow you're pretty hot dude"

<+Salvation_Sigh> why do they mask it with angle effects
<+Salvation_Sigh> and you're like "heh you're pretty cool"
<+Salvation_Sigh> and then she is fat
<+Salvation_Sigh> why
<+Salvation_Sigh> why do fat girls add me

<+Salvation_Sigh> god i hate fat girls

<+Salvation_Sigh> i have a panic button on my watch whenever someone types myspace on irc

<+Salvation_Sigh> did someone say myspace

<+Salvation_Sigh> so
<+Salvation_Sigh> hey rpg
<+Salvation_Sigh> let's delete gid
<+Salvation_Sigh> and just
<+Salvation_Sigh> run
<+Salvation_Sigh> run to rpgrpg
<+Salvation_Sigh> wizz will be there
<+Salvation_Sigh> "you guys wanna mod"
<+Salvation_Sigh> *opens arms*

<+Salvation_Sigh> if i had coding ability man
<+Salvation_Sigh> i would be rockin' the other makers
<+Salvation_Sigh> contra: the unground
<+Salvation_Sigh> deux grobbit
<+Salvation_Sigh> contra grobble 2
<+Salvation_Sigh> can't even use a variable
<+Salvation_Sigh> :[
<+Salvation_Sigh> i should have learned gm 5 years ago

<+Salvation_Sigh> someone say myspace
<+Salvation_Sigh> where are you
<+Salvation_Sigh> add me
<+Salvation_Sigh> hurry

<+Salvation_Sigh> scrap gay off=soldier

<+Salvation_Sigh> all i care about are dvideotgams

<+Salvation_Sigh> all girls like labyrinth man
<+Salvation_Sigh> david bowie is a stud
<+Ciel> David Bowie is mine
<+Salvation_Sigh> yeah w/e
<+Ciel> He had rad hair
<+Salvation_Sigh> - -
<+Salvation_Sigh> he did man
<+Ciel> In labyrinth
<+Salvation_Sigh> he made that hair work
<+Kittens> Proof that nice hair can salvage almost any male
<+Kittens> Except you Nerdo
<+Salvation_Sigh> except the ramones

<+EdwardDinero> i wonder...
<+EdwardDinero> who would be good at making a megaman on RPGmaker...
<+Nerdo> gayrius
<+EdwardDinero> I like to see them try
<+Salvation_Sigh> faggotious

<+Ciel> who was the guy who made that
<+Ciel> Shinobi game
<+Ciel> for the breach
<+EdwardDinero> no idea
<+EdwardDinero> but making megaman would be hard
<+Oceans_Dream> Shinobi game?
<+Ciel> yeah
<+Salvation_Sigh> i thought gayrious made that

<+Salvation_Sigh> that dude
<+Salvation_Sigh> make a startropics game
<+Salvation_Sigh> no misaos
<+Salvation_Sigh> so
<+Salvation_Sigh> he's not that good...

<+Soldier> i live in a nice area
<+Soldier> everyone here is rich
<+Soldier> yeah
<+Salvation_Sigh> it's because you are a chink soldier

<+Salvation_Sigh> ax dude took a shot of boobie juice and swallowed a cockshot
<+oblivion> lol
<+oblivion> good one lolololololol
<+oblivion> also you are gay
<+Ax_Dude> Salvation_Sigh i do not like this sudden random hostility.
<+Salvation_Sigh> it's how we greet the oldbies

<+RPG> my father say we invented math
<+RPG> to kill people

<+TFT|Shwrz> disgusting
<+TFT|Shwrz> i'm telling you man
<+TFT|Shwrz> fat chicks won't leave me alone
<+TFT|Shwrz> i live a hard life
<+Nerdo> don't we all
<+TFT|Shwrz> yeah but
<+TFT|Shwrz> mine is filled with fat chicks
<+TFT|Shwrz> so it's worse

<+k0le> reading aten's post is like watching reading rainbow.
<+k0le> condescending

<+TFT> normall i wouldn't care if aten is attacked because i thought he was 13
<+TFT> but now that he i know he is 24
<+TFT> carry on

<+TFT> "nice brst"
<+TFT> "is that a training bra?"

<+TFT> magi gazes into links package hoping he will be lost in it for eternity

<+oblivion> nerdo fears all minoritys
<+oblivion> he lives in a minority proof bunker

<+Sum41> *techno dances with wips KFC bucket*

<+Sum41> i want to make this movie called good morning africa
<+Sum41> and it's robin williams
<+Sum41> just spearing black people from a helicopter

<+Sum41> i would pick the chink clan
<+Sum41> and we would
<+Sum41> establish a bunch of ramen shops
<+Sum41> in rome
<+Sum41> in the bad parts of greece
<+Sum41> chinatown in sanfran
<+Sum41> you're just asking for aids

<+Sum41> they need to make a 300 game
<+Sum41> where you just spear black people
<+Sum41> and zerkzies wants to kiss you
<+Sum41> mega fun

<+Anime_Child> have him sitting in a shower and he pulls back the curtain and your dad says "i lovve fortun cookie"

<+Anime_Child> there is this chink store in berkeley
<+Anime_Child> and they have these milk shakes
<+Anime_Child> that are supposedly taste asianish
<+Nerdo> boba
<+Anime_Child> i almost choked once because there were gummy bears in them
<+Nerdo> that was fruit
<+Anime_Child> oh
<+Anime_Child> well
<+Anime_Child> whatever it was i almost choked
<+Anime_Child> and the jackie chan dude just laughed :(

<EdwardDinero> whew, back from mega fun at Maple Story

<+Anime_Child> my dream is to go to the liberal arts jr college in modesto (magi's grandmas bed)

<~RPG> my favorite hobby was going through other people's garbage looking for my dinner

<+Josie> i heard in your country, science is fobidden
<+RPG> i have my sources
<+RPG> science is ok if it kills infidels

<+RPG> thats why they taught me in school
<+RPG> how to make bombs
<+Josie> how to be a terrorist
<+RPG> make them look like dolls
<+Nerdo> insurgency 101
<+RPG> give them to children
<+RPG> you're not born with hate
<+RPG> they teach you

<+Ciel__> I know a girl
<+Ciel__> she just draws these really terrible anime cartoons
<+Ciel__> on lined pape
<+Ciel__> r
<+Ciel__> she sent that in as her portfolio
<+Josie> give me her myspace
<+Josie> i like her already
<+Ciel__> made it into art school
<+Ciel__> but
<+Ciel__> she quit in two months because
<+Ciel__> they actually expected her to learn art shit
<+Josie> man, if i could get a scholarship
<+Josie> i would go back to art school
<+Josie> and just
<+Magi> "b-but i want 2 draw inyasha"
<+Josie> get drunk in a dorm
<+Josie> for 4 years
<+Magi> hahahahah
<+Magi> man what a waste
<+Magi> seriouslu
<+Josie> until the money ran out
<+Ciel__> she has seen every inuyasha
<+Josie> i would love to do that
<+Ciel__> every episode
<+Josie> i could be like magi's apprentice

<+Josie> i wish i were 15
<+Josie> so i could
<+Josie> get away with things
<+Josie> key car 101
<+Josie> my body has aged too much
<+Josie> the ability to jump fence
<+Josie> smoke cheeba
<+Josie> and run
<+Josie> i lack those abilities now

<+RPG> david bowie is no man
<+TFT> yea
<+TFT> david bowie is not man or woman
<+TFT> but
<+TFT> he's like
<+TFT> one word
<+TFT> "evolution"

<+Psyburn> you must shoot schools
<+Psyburn> for peace
<+Psyburn> to gain acceptence from your father
<+Psyburn> to tell him with love..
<+Psyburn> you know gun-kata

<+Nerdo> professor foxtails
<+Nerdo> radluck university
<+Salvation_Sigh> 101, how to smoke a cigarette butt out of an ashtray

<+Nerdo> lessons in loitering
<+Salvation_Sigh> 1. need boombox
<+Salvation_Sigh> 2. must be close to incoming outgoing traffic (walmar/target/raleys)
<+Salvation_Sigh> 3. long parachute pants to cover up ankle bracelet
<+Nerdo> *takes notes*
<+Salvation_Sigh> those are big 3's
<+Salvation_Sigh> 4 could also be used as "carry lighter at all times"

<+Josie> *drives moped into magis apartment(dumpster)*
<+Ichiban_Marisa_Fan> how rude
<+Josie> i'm thinking about getting one
<+Josie> but an older model
<+Josie> with a basket
<+Josie> it would be pretty pimp
<+Josie> i want the plates to say BacknTime
<+Ichiban_Marisa_Fan> gas tank sticker:
<+Ichiban_Marisa_Fan> "god is on the highway"
<+Josie> "#1 grampa football team
<+Josie> i would fill it with some bad ass stickers
<+Josie> "Drop the Misao"
<+Josie> and a picture of wip drinking 19 donuts


<+RPG> farah laughs when he sees men kissing eachother
<+Farah> no i cry
<+RPG> but deep inside he wishes he is one of them

<+RPG> i had a jewish teacher once
<+RPG> an economics teacher
<+Cornelius> Hey you know
<+RPG> and
<+Nerdo> really
<+Cornelius> I never met a Jew in my life
<+Cornelius> I saw some in America
<+Cornelius> But never talked to any
<+RPG> he was talking about the mistakes big companies made that costed them millions of dollars and
<+RPG> he said "it makes my jewish blood boil"
<+RPG> i thought i'd share
<+Nerdo> you know
<+Nerdo> I bet it did
<+Nerdo> thanks for that rpg
<+RPG> i met a few jews, they're generally nice people
<+RPG> and good with money

<+TFTS> dude
<+TFTS> i wish
<+TFTS> so fucking bad
<+TFTS> like
<+TFTS> i wake up ina denny's dumpster
<+TFTS> and i turn and theres  agenies lamp right
<+TFTS> and i rub it
<+Magi> HOLY DIVER, YOU'VE BEEN DOWN TOO LONG IN THE MIDNIGHT SEA~
<+TFTS> and there is just
<+TFTS> 4 black guys appear
<+TFTS> and grant me like
<+TFTS> a really white trashy wish
<+TFTS> like "3 giftcards to walmart"

<+TFTS> if magi were laying on a beach made out of boobies he would still make dick castles
<+Magi> when in rome do as the romans do
<+TFTS> ~_~_~_~_~_~
<+Magi> what were you expecting some kind of fuck you
<+Magi> that would have been too obvious
<+TFTS> i love prince

<+Psyburn> people keep telling me I'm racist
<+Psyburn> fine
<+Psyburn> I'm racist
<+Psyburn> I hate niggers
<+Psyburn> and crackers

<+Simple_Plan> speaking of dicks, why is starbucks so bad
<+Simple_Plan> i wonder what it's like to have money

<+Simple_Plan> how am i not 15
<+Simple_Plan> i made atime machine
<+Simple_Plan> in my bathroom once
<+Simple_Plan> and it was just a bunch of black porn taped together

<+TFTs> if i like dicks das my business

<+TFTs> i would kiss a guy in front of you blitzen
<+TFTs> two fags
<+TFTs> fagging it up
<+Blitzen> i would ask you to stop
<+Blitzen> and then i would leave
<+Blitzen> be a fag, i don't care
<+Blitzen> just don't fag it up in front of me please
<+TFTs> rainbows
<+TFTs> i love em

<+TFTs> i am afag
<+TFTs> *lives on his fag cloud*

<+TFTs> i lived in a box with a paula abdule poster

<+TFTs> 1. wear pink bandana around neck
<+TFTs> 2. hang outside of starbucks
<+Kef> :heh:
<+TFTs> 3. put your head down
<+TFTs> 4. get laid

<+TFTs> i am 99% fag

<+Nerdo> what would doktormartini and mkkmypet's children look like
<+TFTS> just a pile
<+TFTS> of aids
<+TFTS> nerdo

<+TFTS> someone hang out with me in oakland saturday
<+TFTS> get robbed, stabbed, etc

<+TFTS> yeah dude, i was hanging outside of walmart
<+TFTS> the other day
<+TFTS> and some nasty fat goth chick was like
<+TFTS> "nice hair"
<+TFTS> it was repulsive
<+TFTS> but i still asked for her number
<+TFTS> everyone is fat
<+TFTS> i know dude
<+TFTS> i don't know what it is
<+TFTS> fat chicks just add me
<+Nerdo> it's your lifestyle
<+TFTS> i weigh like
<+TFTS> 100 pounds
<+Kef> i hope someday linguar sees the light
<+TFTS> yeah
<+TFTS> i live the life of 5 guys kissing

<+TFTS> hey edward
<+TFTS> here in america
<+TFTS> we have third bathrooms
<+TFTS> tranny bathrooms
<+EdwardDinero> .....
<+WIP> Yeah. TFT has to hold it sometimes because they aren't too common yet.
* Tiki_ (Tiki@whahay-26BF9ED1.wavecable.com) has joined #G&D
* ChanServ sets mode: +v Tiki_
<+Infected_Pupster> low blow
<+TFTS> just giving you a heads up edward
<+TFTS> i just gave you some "culture"
<+EdwardDinero> anyway, i'm still not happy with bathroom system
<+TFTS> edward, you should add a glory hole system
* Blitzen (starfighte@whahay-DF1202B0.simplysurf.net) has joined #G&D
* ChanServ sets mode: +v Blitzen
<+EdwardDinero> this damn chipset doesn't have signs for mens and women's restroom
<+TFTS> i think that would be a good idea
<+TFTS> edward, you should add a glory hole system
<+TFTS> edward, you should add a glory hole system
<+TFTS> edward, you should add a glory hole system
<+Blitzen> haha
<+EdwardDinero> glory hole?
<+WIP> Haha
<+Infected_Pupster> haha
<+EdwardDinero> how funny you are
<+Infected_Pupster> edward
<+EdwardDinero> hmmmm
<+Infected_Pupster> a glory hole is a section of the bathroom where
<+EdwardDinero> what
<+Infected_Pupster> first aid is applied
<+TFTS> do glory holes really exist?
<+TFTS> btw?
<+TFTS> like seriously
<+Infected_Pupster> and you need another person to apply the first aid
<+Infected_Pupster> so they are glorious
<+WIP> Haha.
<+EdwardDinero> i see
<+WIP> The forums got hacked.
<+Blitzen> i see that
<+TFTS> dude, is that what it is?
<+Infected_Pupster> no
<+WIP> Yeah looks like it.
<+EdwardDinero> well, i can't find men and women signs for assigned bathrooms
<+TFTS> wow
* Dharma_and_GregNum1Fan (vvv@whahay-1AEF24.hsd1.mn.comcast.net) has joined #G&D
* ChanServ sets mode: +v Dharma_and_GregNum1Fan
<+Infected_Pupster> it's a hole in a batchroom stall where people suck your dong
<+EdwardDinero> which i really need for my game
<+Infected_Pupster> bathroom

<+Guest> azn's like the beatles
<+Guest> and techno
<+Guest> jpop

<+Guest> someone say cyndi lauper
<+Guest> yeah, she's hot
<+Guest> good music, etc

<+TFTs> heres a true story
<+TFTs> me and my friend were walking from the super market
<+TFTs> and we hit the parking lot
<+TFTs> and there was this woman in her 40s
<+TFTs> opening her SUV
<+TFTs> and she opens the door
<+TFTs> and she just falls
<+TFTs> and we just stood there
<+TFTs> laughing
<+TFTs> it was all slow motion
<+TFTs> with no intention of helping her up
<+Nerdo> is that your coming of age story
<+Nerdo> the day you became a man
<+TFTs> nah, i saw that happen a few times
<+TFTs> and the funny thing about people falling is
<+TFTs> they casually shrug it off
<+TFTs> like nothing happened you know
<+TFTs> like nobody "saw" them fall

<+TFTs> there weren't asians in commercials
<+TFTs> in the 90's
<+Nerdo> they were in movies
<+Nerdo> there were a lot of urban ninja movies
<+Nerdo> in the 90's
<+TFTs> yeah
<+TFTs> ninjas don't count
<+Nerdo> surf ninjas, teenage mutant ninja turtles, jackeli chanh
<+TFTs> they're like blitzen
<+TFTs> and his love life
<+TFTs> very spread out throughout the years
<+TFTs> close to non-existant

<+TFTs> man, i remember
<+TFTs> watching this guy drop a 20
<+TFTs> and i just took it
<+TFTs> who says
<+TFTs> "hey man you dropped a 20"
<+TFTs> nobody

<+TFTS> you ned to add your dad in the cameo
<+Cornelius> GOTZ COKE?
<+TFTS> of
<+Cornelius> hahahaha
<+TFTS> whatever movie you're working on
<+Psyburn> .
<+TFTS> and hes dressed as a pizza boy
<+Psyburn> ok
<+TFTS> and you open the door
<+TFTS> and he says
<+Bobberticus> psyburns part on alex 1 was a damn fine piece of work...........
<+TFTS> "19.49 forun cooki"

<+TFTS> he reminds me of myself
<+TFTS> without the ankle bracelet
<+TFTS> kef...
<+TFTS> is enjoying his pizza
<+TFTS> magi is downloading shota
<+TFTS> and me
<+TFTS> well
<+TFTS> thats a dfifferent story
<+TFTS> *fade screen*

<+TFTS> 50j47\
<+TFTS> lol ugh
<+TFTS> why can
<+TFTS> t
<+TFTS> the keyboard
<+TFTS> just understand me

<+TFTS> nerdo reminds me of me
<+TFTS> in my youth
<+TFTS> except
<+TFTS> i got laid
<+TFTS> lol
<+TFTS> zing
<+TFTS> we'
<+TFTS> rre
<+TFTS> roastingeveryone tonight

<+YDS> nerdo doesnt want to face it
<+TFTS> the reality
<+TFTS> of society
<+TFTS> and dongs
<+TFTS> kef is cool

<~RPG> i have a flying carpet

<+SimplePlan> yeah i picture your room on the second floor with a nice view of the palace
<+SimplePlan> like in aladdin

<+Sum41> sicl a dick sciel
* +Sum41 slaps Magi around a bit with a large trout

<+Sum41> it's like
<+Sum41> ghosts
<+Sum41> crazy people see ghosts
<+Sum41> i don't ever see that shit
<+Kef> ya
<+Kef> ive never seen a ghost
<+Sum41> sheet floating in old man jinkins bed
<+Kef> nor bigfoot
<+Kef> nor mothman
<+Sum41> the thing i've realized about myself though is
<+Sum41> if i did infact see a ghost
<+Sum41> my mind would process it as
<+Sum41> "i just saw something"
<+Sum41> "the noise must be the outside"
<+Sum41> "i lost my keys i'm a fucking idiot"
<+Sum41> not
<+Kef> i'm open-minded enough
<+Sum41> "gogogogogoshosts"

<+Sum41> i want my corpse shot into space
<+Sum41> like donald trumps dad
<+Sum41> i had this idea that my body be filled with toxic gas and whoever goes to my funeral dies
<+Sum41> gravestone says "small dongs lie here to rest"
<+Sum41> 2.0.0.9

<+TFTs> superman could stop a bullet but
<+TFTs> not a wheelchair
<+TFTs> he isnt super to me anymore

<+TFTs> oblivion is on swimming in a sea of dongs, and choking in either bliss or death

<+TFTs> i had this idea
<+TFTs> where
<+TFTs> this 3 scene kids try to get into this show
<+TFTs> and
<+TFTs> they meet this crazy old man
<+TFTs> and they kill him
<+TFTs> thats all i have so far
<+Nerdo> sounds good
<+TFTs> basically he turns into a ghost
<+TFTs> and haunts their panic at the disco cd's
<+TFTs> basically, rl+nightmare on elms streep

<+TFTs> i have a lot of movie ideas but
<+TFTs> i don't want to be like psyburn

<+TFTs> yeah i'll write a script about a bunch of shit one day
<+TFTs> probably when i'm 50
<+TFTs> and have cancer

<+TFTs> i want to name a punk band
<+TFTs> dong slumlords
<+TFTs> that is a good name
<+TFTs> for a band

<+RPG> did you know you need a bit of gasoline and some soap to make napalm
<+Nerdo> who uses napalm anymore
<+RPG> they taught me that in second grade
<+RPG> and i never forgot it
<+RPG> taught me how to make a homemade breeder nuclear plant by the time i was 10

<+RPG> did you know smoking banana peels gets you high
<+RPG> thats the kind of education i got

<+RPG> tft is like a stray cat you throw a misao at him and he keeps coming back
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<+RPG> he was different
<+RPG> innocent
<+Nerdo> haha
<+RPG> maybe i corrupted him
<+Nerdo> Ifound a "dead" kitten once
<+RPG> nerdo i'm teaching little children now
<+RPG> how to make bombs
<+RPG> i got a job
<+RPG> that was tft's lost childhood

<+Nerdo> tell me, rpg
<+Nerdo> when you first saw tft, what gender did he appear to be
<+RPG> tell you, nerdo
<+RPG> saw?
<+Nerdo> like, one of his scarf photos
<+RPG> johnny depp in girl pants gender
<+Nerdo> I thought so
<+Nerdo> the way he wrote everything in purple and talked with scarves and cat faces :3
<+RPG> Yuric - Viva l-crackers tad-devon: Eh, i hardly spoke to him at all, he's just a bit creepy tbh
<+Nerdo> haha
<+RPG> he was pretty furry

<+RPG> i read the anarchist guidebook when i was 4
<+RPG> cookbook even

<+Josie> blitzen is going to hang himself on valentines day
<+Josie> i have a feeling

<+Josie> i would show up at a shack with you holding some blow up doll
<+Josie> jerking off to dudley doo right on t.v
<+Josie> or whatever you canadians do

<+Magi> tft likes myspace still for some reason
<+Josie> it's how i keep in touch with people without caring
<+Josie> picking up a phone is a lot of work man

<+Josie> i go out with people all the time bro
<+Josie> it doesn't mean shit
<+Josie> it means i'm using them for a denny's lunch

<+Magi> psyburn has his mIRC to automatically notify him whenever somebody mentions a taratino film

<+Josie> asians succeed easily
<+Josie> it's in the genetics
<+Josie> if you're mexican/latino
<+Psyburn> Apparently not me man
<+Josie> your life is over
<+Josie> like me
<+Psyburn> I'm an idiot

<+Psyburn> tbh all I see from you is a guy who isn't really doing much with life
<+Josie> well man
<+Josie> quite frankly
<+Josie> life isn't easy
<+Josie> and you're a dumb little kid
<+Psyburn> Yeah I know
<+Psyburn> I know..
<+Josie> turn 21

<+Josie> it's a spinoff of bloodsport
<+Josie> called
<+Josie> bluntsport
<+Josie> and if you can't outsmoke a trash head
<+Josie> your soul is warped from your body
<+Josie> like hylander
<+Josie> "there can only be blunt"
<+Josie> that is one of my characters quotes
<+Josie> and there is a screen pan of magi drinking bong rizzn from a 711 trash can
<+Josie> it's a political statement
<+Josie> more bongs less dongs-

<+Josie> just do what you did last year bro
<+Josie> draw a picture
<+Josie> take her to subway
<+Josie> thats what i'm doing

<+Unknown_Loli> i bought a box of chocolates for myself
<+Unknown_Loli> and ate them
<+Unknown_Loli> and wished i were a girl
<+Unknown_Loli> so people would love me
<+Unknown_Loli> ; ;

<+Josie> give me a aprty
<+Josie> i will be there
<+Josie> i have a lot of drinking games
<+Josie> like
<+Josie> "pretend i am not sad"
<+Josie> or
<+Josie> "another reason not to kill myself"
<+Josie> but it only works if you
<+Josie> 1.smoke blunts
<+Josie> 2.booze all over your chin

<+Bitterness_Barbie> nerdo do you remember the scene where all the punker guys
<+Bitterness_Barbie> drove up on them
<+Bitterness_Barbie> and just beat their ass
<+Bitterness_Barbie> and bailed
<+Bitterness_Barbie> thats my favorite part

<+Blitzen> and she kisses him on the roof of the rv
<+Bitterness_Barbie> yeah i'm sure you love that part blitzen
<+Bitterness_Barbie> two 10 year olds kiss

<+Bitterness_Barbie> diego told me once
<+Bitterness_Barbie> to become the man you have to kiss the man
<+Bitterness_Barbie> and feel no emotion

<+TFTs> i can picture your dad watching it
<+TFTs> with you
<+Psyburn> well
<+TFTs> and he has popcorn
<+Psyburn> my dad already saw it
<+Psyburn> along time ago
<+Psyburn> my dad can't eat popcorn
<+Psyburn> he has diabeties
<+TFTs> and he goes "scawry monsters" and popcorn
<+TFTs> just flies everywhere

